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The design for the Keck Cosmic Web Imager (KCWI) includes two
separate channels to detect light in the blue (350 to 560 nm) and the red
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(530 nm to 1050 nm) portions of the visible wavelength spectrum.
KCWI-Blue was commissioned and started routine science observations
in September 2017 and is obtaining superb and exciting new results
while operating flawlessly.

The red channel of KCWI is called the Keck Cosmic Reionization
Mapper (KCRM) and the combination of KCWI-Blue and KCRM will
provide simultaneous high efficiency spectral coverage across the entire
visible spectrum. Because both channels are designed to be highly
configurable and have superb sky-subtraction, KCRM will be a powerful
addition to KCWI, opening a window for new discoveries at high
redshifts.

KCRM will significantly enhance the ability of KCWI to address a broad
range of the highest priority science investigations. KCRM is ideally
suited to mapping emission from Hydrogen at very high redshifts to
understand the environments of the first stars that formed. KCRM will
trace the fundamental hydrogen transition called Lyman Alpha to within
700 million years after the Big Bang, a time when unknown sources
turned on and re-ionized all the intergalactic gas in the universe.

This reionization process is not understood at all, and remains one of the
key science questions to be solved in the next decade. KCRM is ideally
designed to determine the re-ionizing sources and the history of this
mysterious process.

In addition to probing reionization, KCRM with its red-optimized wide-
field capability will discover faint, large-scale structures at high
redshifts. KCWI with KCRM will provide increased capabilities for
understanding star forming regions, jets, outflows, stellar populations,
and dark matter. KCRM will also make velocity measurements aimed at
detecting low mass black holes. The combination of KCWI-Blue and
KCRM will capture the emission from different gasses that will be used
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to measure ionization fractions, chemical abundance, and physics of the
emission production.

KCRM will help answer the following urgent questions, along with
countless others:

What objects reionized the Universe? How did these objects
create ionization bubbles and how did these bubbles grow and
merge in the early Universe?
What is the nature of dark matter? Does dark matter form a
superfluid or a galactic-scale quantum mechanical wave
function?
What determines the mass of young stars?
What determines whether a galaxy "succeeds" (forms stars
efficiently) or "fails?"
What is the mass distribution of massive black holes?
Are there any intermediate mass black holes?
What determines the masses of stars forming in galaxies? Do
some galaxies form more low mass or more high mass stars?
How do quasi-stellar objects come into being? How do their
violent outflows change their environment?
How does gas flow out of galaxies and into the galactic halo and
intergalactic medium?
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KCRM must be built to address the above questions, and fortunately,
this project has several distinct advantages:

1. The core KCWI blue development team members are standing
by and ready to apply their recent, highly successful experience
on the blue channel to completing KCRM.

2. KCRM leverages the existing instrument hardware infrastructure
already built and performing well, and KCRM will share this
infrastructure with the KCWI-Blue channel.

3. Hardware designs are common between the two channels, thus
there is a proven record of success in many of the designs.

4. The software, including both instrument control and a data
reduction pipeline, is nearly identical as many of the hardware
components are the same and the modular make-up of the
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software results in a straight forward expansion.

Although KCRM gets to take advantage of KCWI-Blue development
success, KCRM will have unique technologies. KCRM requires the
largest dichroic beam splitter in any Keck Observatory instrument, and it
will have a red-optimized refractive camera that will transmit light to a
deep-depletion CCD. This detector technology extends KCRM's ability
to detect light out to the very edge of the near-infrared spectrum with
good throughput to 1,050 nm.

This technology is critical for KCRM to explore the redshift range
during which the universe was re-ionized. None of these components are
especially technically challenging, and preliminary designs exist for most
components. Just like KCWI-Blue, we fully expect KCRM to be highly
successful and to become one of the most valuable instruments that
observers will use at the Keck Observatory.

The scientific promise of KCRM is demonstrated by the early and
spectacular science results from KCWI-Blue. Using commissioning and
the very first science observation data obtained with KCWI-Blue, many
researchers are actively working on publishing papers that describe:

The discovery of a merging system of two giant rotating disks
feeding and being lit up by the QSO the merger has created.
A proto-galaxy in which gas flow velocity fields measured by
KCWI-blue demonstrates the cold accretion model for galaxy
formation, in which cold filaments of gas from the cosmic web
spiral inward to fuel rapid star and galaxy formation.
A quad-lensed QSO and a giant gravitationally lensed QSO
showing measurable variations in gas absorption which probe the
structure of the intergalactic gas.
Maps of nearby spiral arms showing for the first time that high
velocity gas and shocks are responsible for clearing out the gas
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and dust and shutting down star formation—the fundamental
relief valve that paces star formation in galaxies.
The first complete spectrum of an ultra-diffuse galaxy that shows
the stellar types, abundances, and potentially the gravitational
signal of superfluid dark matter.
A detailed kinematic map of a globular cluster probing for the
existence of a central, intermediate mass black hole.

The two Keck Observatory telescopes are among the most scientifically
productive telescopes in the world. Keck Observatory maintains its
scientific leadership for a large user community by innovating and
deploying pioneering instrumentation. We will continue this tradition by
developing KCRM, which will enhance Keck Observatory's ability to
serve our community of observers and keep their research at the
frontiers of astronomy.
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